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Introduction 

The demo version setup will install both the PSIM demo version and the SmartCtrl demo version.  

PSIM is a computer simulation software specially designed for the analysis and design of power electronics 
and motor drives. It provides a powerful simulation and design environment for switchmode power supplies, 
analog/digital control, and electric motor drives. 

SmartCtrl is a general-purpose controller design software specifically for power electronics applications. It 
features easy-to-use interface, simple workflow, and visual display of control loop stability and performance. 
Using SmartCtrl, one can design controllers of various power converters easily and conveniently. 

As compared to the PSIM Professional version, the PSIM demo version has the following limitations: 

- The number of elements in the schematic is limited to 34. Moreover, there are further limits on 
each type of elements. 

- The number of data points is limited to 6,000 for the waveform display program SIMVIEW as well 
as for the voltage/current scopes and runtime graphs in the PSIM schematic. 

- The subcircuit function is disabled. 

- The C Block, Embedded Software Block, and General DLL Block, are not available. 

- IC models under Elements >> Other >> IC Models are not available. 

- In the device database editor PcdEditor.exe, new devices cannot be added to the database, and 
chances cannot be saved. 

- In the s-to-z converter program, conversion of only the integrator and the proportional-integral 
blocks is allowed. 

- 3-phase PLL blocks and 1-phase/3-phase enhanced PLL blocks are disabled 

Only the following add-on options are available:  

- Motor Drive Module 

- Digital Control Module 

-  SimCoupler Module  

- Thermal Module 

- Renewable Energy Module 

- SmartCtrl 

- PsimBook 

There are further restrictions on the functionality of these Modules.  As compared to the SmartCtrl Pro 
version, the SmartCtrl demo version has the following limitations: 

- Only two pre-defined topologies are allowed: buck converter outer voltage loop, and buck 
converter with inner current loop and outer voltage loop. Importing external transfer functions is 
not allowed. 

- The sensor type and the regulator type are fixed at the default settings, and cannot be changed. 
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Simulating a Circuit in PSIM 

To simulate the sample circuit "buck.psimsch" in PSIM: 

Launch PSIM by running PSIM.exe in the PSIM directory. In PSIM, go to Open in the File menu, and load the 
schematic file from the sub-folder “examples\dc-dc”. 

Choose Run Simulation from the Simulate menu to start the simulation, as shown below: 

 

After the simulation is complete, the waveform processing window will appear. Select the curves available 
for display, as shown below: 

 

Designing a Control Loop in SmartCtrl 

To design the voltage loop of a buck converter in SmartCtrl: 

Launch SmartCtrl by running SmartCtrl.exe in the PSIM directory. In the dialog, choose Design a single loop 
DC/DC converter, as shown below: 
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Then select Design >> Predefined topologies >> DC/DC converters >> Single loop >> Buck >> Voltage mode 
controlled: 

 

A dialog window that shows the converter power circuit will appear. Define the input voltage and output 
voltage, and circuit parameters. Based on the parameters, SmartCtrl will automatically determine if the 
circuit operates in the continuous or discontinuous conduction mode: 
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Click on the OK button, and another dialog window with the power circuit as well as the sensor and regulator 
will appear, as shown below: 

 

 From the Sensor drop-down menu, one can select different sensor types. In this example, choose "Voltage 
divider", and specify the divider gain and the feedback voltage. Note that for the demo version, the sensor 
type is fixed to the default setting and cannot be changed. 

From the Regulator drop-down menu, one can select different regulator types. Note that for the demo 
version, the regulator type is fixed to the default setting and cannot be changed. 

The figure below shows the dialog window of a PI regulator. Define the regulator and other parameters: 

 

Close the dialog window. Back in the main dialog window, click on the Set button in the Solution map region 
on the right of the dialog window. The dialog of the Solution Map will appear: 
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The x-axis of the Solution Map represents the crossover frequency, and the y-axis represents the phase 
margin. A design point in the Solution Map, therefore, defines the crossover frequency and the phase margin 
of the control loop. The white region of the Solution Map indicates the area where the design point should 
be placed.  

Click in the white region to define the crossover frequency and the phase margin.  Then click on OK to exit 
the Solution Map dialog window, and back to the design dialog window, as shown below: 

 

Click on OK again in the converter dialog window to show the Bode plot, time-domain response, and the 
regulator parameters, as shown below: 
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Fine tune the crossover frequency fc and the phase margin PhM on the right if needed.  

Go to File >> Generate report >> To Notepad to generate the overall design report. 

Go to File >> Export >> Regulator >> To PSIM (schematic) to export the controller schematic and parameters 
to PSIM.  

Co-Simulation with Matlab/Simulink 

PSIM can perform co-simulation with Matlab/Simulink. To see how the co-simulation works, follow the steps 
below to simulate the sample circuit “chop1q_ifb_simulink_r13.mdl”: 

From the PSIM directory, run the executable “SetSimPath.exe”. This will set up PSIM for the co-simulation. 
Note that this needs to be run only once. 

Launch Matlab. From Matlab, launch Simulink. 

In Simulink, load the file “chop1q_ifb_simulink_r13.mdl” from the “examples\SimCoupler” sub-folder in the 
PSIM directory. 

Double click on the SimCoupler block (the block with the orange color). Make sure that the path for the file 
“chop1q_ifb_psim.sch” is correct. If it is not, click on the Browser button and locate the file in the 
“examples\SimCoupler” sub-folder in the PSIM directory.   

In Simulink, start the simulation. After the simulation is complete, SIMVIEW will be launched to view 
waveforms. 
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Running PsimBook Exercise 

To run the PsimBook Exercise #9 "Industrial Applications of Three-Phase Inverters":  

From the PSIM folder, run “PsimBook.exe”.  

Choose File >> Open Book to load the file "09-Three_Phase_Inverters_demo.PsimBook" from the PsimBook 
Exercise sub-folder.  

There is a circuit in Page 4 of the document. This is a PSIM circuit, and the circuit parameters can be edited by 
double clicking on top of the elements. To simulate the circuit, right click on top of the schematic, and choose 
Run Simulation. 

To load the answer file for this exercise, from PsimBook, go to File >> Load Answer File, and load the file 
"Exercise9_1.answer". 


